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Correction to the date of publication of the name of the
Gray‐hooded Parakeet Psilopsiagon aymara (d’Orbigny, 1839)
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ABSTRACT: For a century the name of this small parakeet has universally been dated from
1839. Now evidence available since 1934 is put forward to correct the date to 1841.
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The name first published for this small parakeet was Arara aymara which appeared in a
footnote to page 376 in volume 2 of d’Orbigny’s “Voyage dans l’Amérique méridionale”
(hereafter the Voyage). That original combination did not appear in Sherborn (1923); instead
(p. 627) he listed Chamaepelia aymara Gray, 1845, and Columba aymara Knip & Prévost, 1838‐
41, both these being new combinations; no synonym seems to have been proposed.
The dating of names introduced in the Voyage was seriously problematic until 1934
because the contents of the 90 published parts had not been determined and nor had their
dates of publication. Indeed this 1834 publication has not been widely adopted for reasons
explained in Dickinson & Lebossé (2018).
Cory (1918: 73) recognised Amoropsittaca aymara based on the original binomen Arara
aymara and referred to the correct volume of the Voyage and to page 376 dating this 1839. The
correct volume is part of d’Orbignyʹs “Itinerary” or travelogue and not that containing his
accounts of the birds. He suggested “La Paz, Bolivia” as the type locality. Peters (1937: 200)
retained the genus and the same source reference but, aware of the dating problem – but not
of its apparent resolution – gave the date as “Ca. 1839” and for the type locality reported
“Quebrada de Palca, Tacna, Chile, error = Sicasica, south of La Paz, Bolivia”.
Recently Dickinson (2017), having examined the typewritten transcripts of the key
information shown on the parts wrappers of d’Orbigny’s book – essentially the dates of each
part, or livraison, and its content – organised and published by Sherborn & Griffin (1934),
reviewed the transcripts and offered a few corrections. What Sherborn & Griffin (1934)
provided was a great step forward although wrapper dates are not completely reliable
indicators of the year of publication. Dickinson (2017) limited his comments to the sections
dealing with zoology. D’Orbigny’s treatment of “[Les] Oiseaux” was in volume 4 and was
unfortunately an incomplete account. Lacking, amongst other groups of birds, were any
species of macaws, parrots or parakeets.
Dickinson (2017) did not address the dates of the pages of the “Itinerary”which were in
volumes 1 and 2 of the Voyage. In these volumes d’Orbigny reported on his travels and
occasionally birds are mentioned, and, less often, the names he gave to them appear in
footnotes. In the case concerning us here d’Orbigny introduced a name he did not publish
elsewhere, and by providing a description published the name Arara aymara validly. In his
text d’Orbigny described Arara aymara and provided a good description which is quoted
below.
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Figure 1. Extract of an 1850 map by Samuel Augustus Mitchell (1790‐1868) from Mitchell’s New
Universal Atlas – downloaded from Wikipedia Commons where the image was placed by
Geographicus Rare Antique Maps. Downloaded 26th March 2018.

Sherborn & Griffin (1934) did show that “feuilles” (gatherings) 44‐50 (pages 353‐400) of
volume 2, part of the continuation of the “Itineraire”, were included in livraison 54 and
Dickinson & Lebossé (2018) found this livraison was available as a printed work no later
than 8 November 1841. Unless proof can be offered for earlier publication of this part this
date must be used instead of 1839 for the name Arara aymara.
The map (figure 1) is provided to help identify the true type locality. D’Orbigny’s ship
arrived at the port of Arica (then in Peru), on April 23, 1830, and he left there on May 1 for
Tacna which he reached in three or four days – this being where, for health reasons, most
merchants lived in preference to Arica. Tacna was the start point on a direct route over the
Cordillera Occidental to La Paz. D’Orbigny set out from Tacna late on May 19 reaching
Pachia that day and then next day headed for Palca, at the head of the valley, and about
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seven or eight leagues 1 east of Pachia and a similar distance from the crest of the Cordillera
where the pass led towards La Paz. It was at Palca, still (then) in Peru, on May 20 that
d’Orbigny discovered this parakeet. On page 376, in the top paragraph d’Orbigny wrote: “Je
passai la reste de la journée à recueillir des plantes et à chasser aux environs …. ” shortly followed
by his description of the parakeet ʺune très‐petite peruche, gross comme nos moineaux, d’un beau
vert, avec la tête grise et une longue queue … ”. 2 The following paragraph begins “Le
lendemain“ and indeed a marginal note indicates “21 Mai”. So we actually have a collection
date and can pinpoint the type locality to the area immediately surrounding Palca.
Paynter (1992) placed Palca 3 at 16° 34’ S., 67° 59’ W. This is quite a long way north of
Sicasica which Paynter placed some 100 km SSE of La Paz at 17° 22’ S., 67° 45’ W. Voisin &
Voisin (2008: 476) listed two syntypes, one from ‘Bolivie’ and one from Sicasica; a third from
‘Bolivie’ is in Leiden (van den Hoek Ostende, Dekker & Keijl (1997: 115). D’Orbigny visited
Sicasica much later in his travels. The statement of Peters (1937) must have led Voisin &
Voisin to state that Sicasica was the type locality, but as we have shown above it was not.
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